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1) Introduction:

The EHDF/B-6 utility programs summarized in this document have been
received by the Nuclear Data Section from the National Nuclear Data
Center, Brookhaven, U.S.A. These codes were up-to-date as of May 1988.
Users of these codes are asked to verify that they are using the most
up-to-date Versions of these codes.

Note: The release of the ENDF utility codes, Version 6.3, (September
1987) supersedes all previous Versions of the codes. Version
6.4 of the codes (this release) corrects all bugs in version 6.3
reported to NNDC by May 1, 1988. The codes are written to
process ENDF-5 and ENDF-6 formatted files including all formats
approvedup to and including the May 1987 CSEWG meeting (except
for the Generalized R-Matrix resonance region format and any
format revisions for files 31 and above. The Generalized
R-Matrix will not be used in ENDF/B-6 and will not be
implemented in the utility codes). Also with the release of
Version 6.4, new resonance region formats have been implemented
including multiple resolved resonance regions and the hybrid
R-function model. Version 6.4 includes resonance region
revisions adopted at the May 1988 CSEWG meeting. The next
release of these codes will occur when covariance file changes
have been implemented.

In this release the codes continue to be able to process ENDF-5
formatted files. Some changes in input requirements have been made in
both the batch and interactive mode, so users should check before using
old input files.

Also in this release some codes have been combined and others
eliminated with respect to the previous ENDF-5 (only) release. Below is
a summary of these changes.

ENDF-6 (and 5)

GETMAT

STANEF

CHECKR

FIZCON

PSYCHE

LISTEF

ENDF-5 (only)

CRECT

RIGEL

STNDRD
RIGEL

CHECKR

FIZCON

PSYCHE

LISTFCV
SUMRIZ

Comments

Discontinued

Extracts materials
from a character
file only

Conversion to binary
library only
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ENDF-6 (and 5) ENDF-5 (only) Comments

PLOTEF

INTER

PLOTFB

INTER

The codes RESEND and INTEND were removed already from the ENDF-5
(only) package since they were found to be deficient. The same functions
may be performed using the codes RECENT and GROUPIE which are included in
the ENDF/B preprocessing code package PREPRO; for details contact the
IAEA Nuclear Data Section.

2) Summary Descriptions

SETMDC : to convert programs from one cofiguration to another
(3 Versions included: for CDC, IBM, DEC).

GETMAT retrieve materials from an ENDF format file.

STANEF : creates directory, adds tape label and converts numeric
fields. Converts to binary format.

CHECKER : to check the structure, consistency and legal formats of
ENDF data files.

FIZCON : to check ENDF data for physics consistency and to see that
recommended procedures are followed.

PSYCHE Physics checks of ENDF data files.

INTER : to calculate:

a) the Maxwellian averaged cross section,
b) the thermal cross section,
c) the g-factor,
d) the resonance integrals,
e) 14 MeV cross section.

LISTEF : to produce interpreted listings of information from BCD
standard arrangement ENDF tape.

PLOTEF : to plot the ENDF data according to material number and
file number from BCD in standard format.
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GRALIB graphic subroutine package used by PLOTEF.

VERSAT : sample graphic interface for the VERSATEC.

3) Machine dependent information

All of the distributed software in this package, has been written so
as to be as machine independent as possible (at least for CDC, DEC
(DEC-IO and VAX) and IBM computers). There are features of the FORTRAN
language which are not supported by all Vendors. As a result, some
sections of the code had to be written in a machine dependent manner. In
such cases the variant codes have all been included with the
inappropriate code stored as comments. The format of the machine
dependent code sections is described below. Program SETMDC will convert
programs from one confiquration to another so as to make machine
portability as simple as possible.

NOTE
**** The version of the codes distributed at this time is the

interactive (VAX) version. Those wishing to use the batch (IBM)
version should process the source for each code with the
SETMDCcode. If difficulties with this conversion arise, please
contact the IAEA Nuclear Data Section.

All machine dependent code sections must have the same format. Each
section is headed by:

C+++MDC+++

and trailed by:

C—MDC—

Code for any one machine is headed by one of:

C...CDC (SCOPE, NOS)

C...DEC (TOPS-IO, TOPS-20)
C...IBM (MVS, OS, DOS, CMS)
C...VAX (VMS)

Code for any two or more machines is headed by a list of the
machines, separated by commas, blanks after commas optional. For example:

C... CDC, DEC
C. ..IBM, DEC, VAX

All inappropriate code is shifted right by two columns and is
preceded by 'C/1 in columns 1 and 2. Therefore, all machine dependent
code should fit in 70 columns so that shifting will not shift out good
code.

See program code SETMDC for examples.

Page il
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4) Code Revisions and Up-dates

The ENDF/B Utility Codes have been revised and updated several times:

SETMDC Versions
Version
Version
Version
Version
Version
Version
Version
Version

Version

Version

Version

1 and
3( 1)
3( 2)
3( 3)
4( 4)
5( 5)
6< 6)
6( 7)
6(10)
6(11)

6(12)

6(13)

2 were for internal development.
as of
as of 2-
as of 7-
as of 16-
as of li-
as of 6-
as of 6-
as of 19-
as of 2-
added
as of 30-
added)
as of 2-
for inp

DEC-77. first distribution level.
AUG-78. make FILE 22 SEQOUT (DEC).
FEB-80. Add CLOSE + ERR= (DEC).
JUN-81. USE D I A L O G = L I N E (DEC).
•AUG-82. Don't change columns 73-80.
•DEC-84. Convert to FORTRAN-77.
DEC-84. Add VAX as machine type.
•AUG-86. (VAX)OPEN STATEMENT.
-DEC-86. Add IBMPC MDC. NO BLANKS

•SEP-87. Made selfcontained. (LENSTR

-NOV-87. VAX mdc OPEN with READONLY

GETMAT : Version 6.0 July 1985 C.L.Dunford
1. New program

Version 6.3 January 1987 C.L.Dunford
1. Corrections to Version 6.0
2. Process more than one input file

Version 6.4 May 1988 C.L.Dunford
1. No changes

STANEF : Version 6.0 July 1985 C.L.Dunford
1. STNDRD converted to FORTRAN-77
2. New ENDF-6 formats files 1-27 added
3. Binary output ala RIGEL added

Version 6.1 December 1985 C L . Dunford
1. Corrections to Version 6.0

Version 6.2 December 1986 C L . Dunford
1. file=6, law=7 added
2. add to mt=457, spectra covariances

Version 6.3 August 1987 C L . Dunford
1. Corrections to Version 6.2
2. Process more than one input file
3. Format changes of May 1987 except

for Generalized R-Matrix
4. Standard options in interactive mode

Version 6.4 May 1988 C L . Dunford
1. Corrections to Version 6.3
2. Incident particles with 2 GT 2
3. Hybrid R-Function for Resonance Region

CHECKR : Version 6.0 June 1985 C L . Dunford
1. CHECKR converted to FORTRAN-77
2. New ENDF-6 formats files 1-27 added
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Version 6.1 December 1985 C L . Dunford
1. Corrections to Version 6.0

Version 6.2 December 1986 C L . Dunford
1. Corrections to Version 6.1
2. Add file 6, law=7
3. Add mt=457, Spectrum Covariances
4. MF is allowed in sublibrary NSUB

Version 6.3 August 1987 C L . Dunford
1. Corrections to Version 6.2
2. Restore Reich-Moore to ENDF-5 format
3. Process more than one input file
4. Format changes of Hay 1987 except

Generalized R-Matrix
Version 6.4 May 1988 C L . Dunford

1. Corrections to Version 6.3
2. Multiple Resolved Resonange Regions

allowed
3. Hybrid R-Function for Resonance Region

allowed
4. Resonance Region changes of May 1988 CSEWG

FIZCON : Version 6.0 June 1985 C L . Dunford
1. FIZCON converted to FORTRAN-77
2. New ENDF-6 formats files 1-27 added

Version 6.1 December 1985 C L . Dunford
1. Corrections to Version 6.0
2. Improved Q-value checks for ENDF-6 format

Version 6.2 December 1986 C L . Dunford
1. Corrections to Version 6.1
2. file 6, law=7 added
3. Add MT=457 Spectrum Covariances

Version 6.3 August 1987 C L . Dunford
1. Corrections to Version 6.2
2. Check AWI
3. Restore Reich-Moore to ENDF-5 format
4. Process more than one input file
5. Format changes of May 1987 except

Generalized R-Matrix
Version 6.4 May 1988 C L . Dunford

1. Corrections to Version 6.3
2. Multiple Resolved Resonance Regions

allowed
3. Hybrid R-function for Resonance Region

allowed

PSYCHE : Version 6.0 July 1985 C L . Dunford
1. PSYCHE converted to FORTRAN-77
2. New ENDF-6 formats files 1-27 added
3. Energy balance test for file 6 added

Version 6.1 December 1985 C L . Dunford
1. Corrections to Version 6.0

Version 6.2 December 1986 C L . Dunford
1. Corrections to Version 6.1
2. file 6, law=7 added

Page 13
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Version 6.3 August 1987 C L . Dunford
1. Corrections to Version 6.2
2. Restore reich-moore to ENDF-5 format
3. Process more than one input file
4. Format changes of May 1987 except

Generalized R-Hatrix and Multiple
Resolved Resonance Regions

Version 6.4 May 1988 C L . Dunford
1. Corrections to 6.3
2. More than one Resolved Resonance Region
3. Implement Hybrid R-Function
4. Changes to Resonance Region May 1988 CSEUG

INTER : Version 6.0 July 1985 C L . Dunford
1. INTER converted to FORTRAN-77
2. New ENDF-6 formats processed

Version 6.1 December 1985 C L . Dunford
1. Corrections to Version 6.0

Version 6.3 August 1987 C L . Dunford
1. Corrections to Version 6.1
2. Process more than one input file

Version 6.4 May 1988 C.L.Dunford
1. No changes

LISTEF : Version 6.0 July 1985 C L . Dunford
1. LSTFCV converted to FORTRAN-77
2. New EHDF-6 formats files 1-27 added
3. File 33 LB=6 format added
4. Adler-Adler processing added
5. SUMRIZ program merged

Version 6.1 December 1985 C L . Dunford
1. Corrections to Version 6.0

Version 6.2 December 1986 C L . Dunford
1. Corrections to Version 6.1
2. File 6, law=7 addded
3. Read MT=457 Spectra Covariances

Version 6.3 August 1987 C L . Dunford
1. Corrections to Version 6.2
2. Restore Reich-Moore to ENDF-5 format
3. Process more than one input file
4. Improve titling
5. Format changes of May 1987 except

Generalized R-Matrix
Version 6.4 May 1988 C L . Dunford

1. Corrections to Version 6.3
2. Hybrid R-function for Resonance Region

PLOTEF : Version 6.0 July 1985 C L . Dunford
1. PLOTEF converted to FORTRAN-77
2. New ENDF-6 formats files 1-27 added
3. Plotting of file 2, 23 and 27 added
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Version 6.1 December 1985 C L . Dunford
1. Corrections to Version 6.0
2. VT-240 output option added

Version 6.2 December 1986 C L . Dunford
1. Corrections to Version 6.1
2. More complete plotting in file 6
3. File 6, law=7 added
4. HT=457, read Spectra Covariance format

Version 6.3 August 1987 C L . Dunford
1. Corrections to Version 6.2
2. Restore Reich-Moore to ENDF-5 format
3. Process more than one input file
4. Format changes of May 1987 except

Generalized R-matrix
Version 6.4 May 1988 C L . Dunford

1. Corrections to Version 6.3
2. Hybrid R-function added

All comments and enquiries concerning these codes should be addressed
to:

P.K. McLaughlin
IAEA Nuclear Data Section
Wagramerstr. 5, P.O. Box 100
A-1400 Vienna, Austria

which will be forwarded from the Nuclear Data Section to:

C L . Dunford:
National Nuclear Data Center
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11973
(516) 345-2902 COMM.
666-2902 FTS.

5) Code descriptions and input/output information

The code descriptions below were received together with the codes
from the National Nuclear Data Center at Brookhaven.

Page: Code:

1.
3.
5.
7.
9.
11.
13.
15.
17.
20.
29.

SETMDC
GETMAT
STANEF
CHECKR
FIZCON
PSYCHE
INTER
LISTEF
PLOTEF
GRALIB
VERSAT

Paee is
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SETMDC

SETMDC is a small Fortran program written to ANSI-77 standards which is
designed to convert a computer program source for use on different computers.
Within the source code are specially formatted comment cards which flag
sections of machine dependent code. The code is sandwiched between a comment
card C+++MDC+++ and a card C — M D C — . Code for a specific machine is
initiated by a comment card C machinel, raachine2, etc.

GETMA
formatted
materials

Fortran L

Input Requirements:

The user must supply the following information repeated for each input
file to be processed.

RECORD 1 - Input file specification

RECORD 2 - Output file specification

RECORD 3 - Machine selection
IBM - batch mode program, standard distribution
VAX - interactive mode program

Multiple input files can be processed to produce multiple output files by
repeating the above input data sequence. The program execution is terminated
by a blank record.

Input Req

In ba
informati

R

R

R

Sample Input:

This sample input will convert the STANEF source code as distributed to
the interactive version.

Record Type
STANEF.BAT (1)
STANEF.FOR (2)
VAX (3)

(blank record) end of run

R

MuI ti
repeating
by a rec<

In it
the appn
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GETMAT

GETMAT is designed to retrieve one or more materials from an ENDF
formatted data file. The output file will contain only the selected
materials.

Fortran Logical Units Used:

5 - Input
6 - Output
20 - Input data file, ENDF format
21 - Output data file, ENDF format

Input Requirements:

In batch mode operation, the user must supply the following control
information repeated for each input file to be processed.

RECORD 1 - Input file specification

RECORD 2 - Output file specification

RECORD 3 - Tape label number (up to 4 digits).
<= 0 means tape has no label
> 0 means the value is used as the tape label number

RECORD à - Up to 66 character text for output file ENDF tape label
(use only if tape label number is greater than 2ero)

The materials to be extracted are specified on one or more records with
the following contents. They need not be given in material order number
although the output file will be ordered that way. Material specification is
terminated by a blank record.

RECORD(S) 5 - One or two material numbers in integer format
One number to give the material number of the evaluation

needed.
Two numbers to specify a range of material numbers.

Multiple input files can be processed to produce multiple output files by
repeating the above input data sequence. The program execution is terminated
by a record containing the word DONE.

In interactive mode operation, the above data is supplied in response to
the appropriate query.

Page i7
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Sample Batch-mode Input:

TAPE.603
NEW.20
20
Sample material extraction
2800,2865
2925
325,330

(blank record)
TAPE.702
NEW.AO
0
9440

(blank record)
DONE

Record Type
(D
(2)
(3)

from TAPE 603 (4)
(5) range
(5) single
(5) range
(5) end

(D
(2)
(3)
(5) single
(5) end

end of run
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STANEF

STAKEF is designed to perform bookkeeping operations on a data file
containing one or more material evaluations in ENDF format. These operations
include:

1. Creation or modification of a "tape ID" record,
2. Creation or update of the directory in MT=451,
3. Create or modify special hollerith ID records in MT=451 (ENDF-6

only),
4. Resequencing,
5. Conversion of integer and floating point fields to standard format,
6. Creation of a binary (ENDF alternate format) file.

Fortran Logical Units Used: Sample Bate

5 - Input
6 - Output

20 - Input data file, ENDF format
21 - Output data file, ENDF format
22 - Temporary storage

Input Requirements:

In batch mode operation, the user must supply the following control
information repeated for each input file to be processed.

RECORD 1 - Input file specification

RECORD 2 - Output file specification

RECORD 3 - Tape label number (up to 4 digits).
< 0 means tape has no label
= 0 means copy old tape label
> 0 means the value is used as the new tape label number

RECORD 4 - Up to 66 character text for output file ENDF tape label
(use only if tape label number is greater than zero)

RECORD 5 - Options selection (3 fields)
FIELD 1 - Mode of output file (integer)

0 - Character format output
1 - Binary format output (fields 2 and 3 ignored)

FIELD 2 - Update directory and special hollerith (character)
Y - execute this option
N - do not execute this option

FIELD 3 - Numeric field standardization (character)
Y - execute this option
N - do not execute this option

Page 19
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If RECORD 5 is left entirely blank, then the "standard" options are
executed. Those are character format output file, update MT=451 and
standardize numeric fields.

Multiple input files can be processed to produce multiple output files by
repeating the above input data sequence. The program execution is terminated
by a record containing the word DONE.

In interactive mode operation, the above data is supplied in
the appropriate query.

response to

Sample Batch-mode Input:

RAW.603
INDEX.603
0
O1Y,N
RAW.610
TAPE.610
610
ENDF/B-VI FISSION PRODUCT TAPE 2

(blank record)
DONE

Record Type
(D
(2)
(3)
(5)
(D
(2)
(3)
(*>
(5) defa

end of run

Page 20
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CHECKR

CHECKR is a program for checking that an evaluated data file conforms to
the ENDF format. It can recognize the difference between ENDF-6 and ENDF-S
formats and performs its tests accordingly. Integer control fields are
checked to see that ENDF/B procedural limits on those fields are not violated.
To the extent possible, fatal format errors are trapped to prevent unwanted
termination of the program. Any file which passes through CHECKR without
error messages fully conforms to the ENDF format.

Fortran Logical Units Used:

5 - Input
6 - Output
20 - Input data file, ENDF format
21 - Message file for program checking results

Input Requirements:

In batch mode operation, the user must supply the following control
information repeated for each input file to be processed.

RECORD 1 - Input file specification

RECORD 2 - Message file specification
(if blank, messages go to standard output file on unit 6)

RECORD 3 - Options selection (2 fields)
FIELD 1 - Material number where processing starts (integer)

(If zero, then checking begins with the first material)
FIELD 2 - Material number where processing ends (integer)

(If zero, then checking continues to end of the file)

If RECORD 3 is left entirely blank, then the entire input file is
processed.

Multiple input files can be processed to produce multiple output files by
repeating the above input data sequence. The program execution is terminated
by a record containing the word DONE.

In interactive mode operation, the above data is supplied in response to
the appropriate query.

Page 21
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Sample Batch-mode Input:

TAPE.603
(blank record)

5200,5642
TAPE.610
CHECKR.610

(blank record)
DONE

Record
(D
(2)

(3)
(D
(2)
(3)

end of

Type

output

default
run

to unit 6

Page 22
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FIZCON

FIZCON is a program for checking that an evaluated data file has valid
data and conforms to recommended procedures. It can recognize the difference
between ENDF-6 and ENDF-5 formats and performs its tests accordingly. Some of
the tests performed include 1) data arrays are in increasing energy order, 2)
resonance parameter widths add up to the total, 3) Q-values are reasonable and
consistent, 4) no required sections are missing and all cover the proper
energy range, S) secondary distributions are normalized to 1.0, and 6) energy
conservation in decay spectra.

Optional tests can be performed to check that redundant cross sections
such as the inelastic cross section has an energy grid which is the union of
all its components and the the cross section values are the sum of the
component values at each energy (SUMUF test). Also optionally, algorithms are
used to check for possible incorrect entry of data values (Deviant Point
test). It is assumed the the file being checked has passed the CHECKR program
without any errors being detected.

Fortran Logical Units Used:

22
24

5 - Input
6 - Output

20 - Input data file, ENDF format
21 - Message file for program checking results

& 23 - Temporary paging files for large data arrays
& 25 - Temporary files for the SUMUP tests

Input Requirements:

In batch mode operation, the user must supply the following control
information repeated for each input file to be processed.

RECORD 1 - Input file specification

RECORD 2 - Message file specification
(if blank, messages go to standard output file on unit 6)

RECORD 3 - Options selection (5 fields)
FIELD 1 - Material number where processing starts (integer)

(If zero, then checking begins with the first material)
FIELD 2 - Material number where processing ends (integer)

(If zero, then checking continues to end of the file)
FIELD 3 - Deviant point test control (character)

Y - D o the test
N - D o not do the test

FIELD 4 - SUMUP test control (character)
Y - D o the test
N - D o not do the test

Page 23
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FIELD 5 - Fractional acceptable difference (real)
The floating point number entered here represents the
maximum fractional difference tolerated in an
equality test such as a SUMUP test. The default
value if none is entered is .001 (1/10 of a percent).

If RECORD 3 is left entirely blank, then the "standard" options are
executed. Those are to process the entire input file, to omit the SUHUP and
Deviant Point tests and to assume a allowed fractional error of .001.

Multiple input files can be processed to produce multiple output files by
repeating the above input data sequence. The program execution is terminated
by a record containing the vord DONE.

In interactive mode operation, the above data is supplied in
the appropriate query.

response to

Sample Batch-mode Input:

TAPE.603
(blank record)

5200,5642,N,Y,.002
TAPE.610
FIZCON.610

(blank record)
DONE

Record
(D
(2)
(3)
(D
(2)
(3)

end of

Type

output

default
run

to unit 6
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PSYCHE

PSYCHE is a program for checking the physics content of an evaluated data
file. It can recognize the difference between ENDF-6 and ENDF-5 formats and
performs its tests accordingly. The present version checks for energy
conservation for emitted neutrons and photons, checks Wick's limit for elastic
scattering, analyzes resonance paiameter statistics, calculates thermal cross
sections and resonance integrals, examines continuity across resonance region
boundaries and checks "Q" values against mass tables. It is assumed the the
file being checked has passed the CHECKR program without any errors being
detected.

Fortran Logical Units Used:

5 - Input
6 - Output

20 - Input data file, ENDF format
21 - Message file for program checking results

22 & 23 - Temporary files for energy conservation tests
24 & 25 - Temporary files for energy conservation tests

Input Requirements:

In batch mode operation, the user must supply the following control
information repeated for each input file to be processed.

RECORD 1 - Input file specification

RECORD 2 - Message file specification
(if blank, messages go to standard output file on unit 6)

RECORD 3 - Options selection (2 fields)
FIELD 1 - Material number where processing starts (integer)

(If zero, then checking begins with the first material)
FIELD 2 - Material number where processing ends (integer)

(If zero, then checking continues to end of the file)

Multiple input files can be processed to produce multiple output files by
repeating the above input data sequence. The program execution is terminated
by a record containing the word DONE.

In interactive mode operation, the above data is supplied in
the appropriate query.

response to

Page 25
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Sample Batch-mode Input:

TAPE.603
(blank record)

5200,5642
TAPE.610
PSYCHE.610

(blank record)
DONE

Record Type
(D
(2) output to unit 6
(3)
(D
(2)
(3) default

end of run
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INTER

INTER is a program for calculating thermal cross sections, g-factors,
resonance integrals and 14.0 Mev (or other energy) cross sections for major
reactions in an ENDF-6 or ENDF-5 format data file. To operate properly, the
cross sections must be given pointuise in File 3. Therefore evaluations
containing resonance parameters must first be processed by a code such as
RECENT to produce a complete pointvise data file.

Fortran Logical Units Used:

5 - Input
6 - Output

20 - Input data file, ENDF format
21 - Output file for program results

Input Requirements:

In batch mode operation, the user must supply the
information repeated for each input file to be processed.

RECORD 1 - Input file specification

following control

RECORD 2 - Message file specification
(if blank, messages go to standard output file on unit 6)

RECORD 3 - Options selection (6 fields)
FIELD 1 - Material number where processing starts (integer)

(If zero, then checking begins with the first material)
FIELD 2 - Material number where processing ends (integer)

(If zero, then checking continues to end of the file)
FIELD 3 - Thermal calculation control (character)

Y - Calculate thermal cross sections and g-factors
N - D o not do the calculations

FIELD 4 - Resonance integral calculation control (character)
Y - Calculate resonance integrals
N - D o not do the calculations

FIELD 5 - Single energy (real)
The energy entered here in eV is used to calculate
and list the cross sections at any single required
energy, for example, at 14.0 MeV.

FIELD 6 - Fractional error (real)
The floating point number entered here is the
fractional error which will be tolerated when
integrating between two points. The default value is
.001.

If RECORD 3 is left entirely blank, then defaults for all values are
assumed which are to process all materials, calculate both thermal cross
sections and resonance integrals, calculate 14.0 MeV cross sections and allow
a fractional error of .001. Neither of the following two records are required
and the default parameters described below are assumed.
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RECORD 4 - Thermal calculation parameters (3 fields)
(If thermal calculation is not done, omit this record)

FIELD 1- Thermal energy (real)
The energy entered here in eV is used to calculate
and list the Maxwell averaged cross sections and
g-factors, for example, at 0.0253 eV.

FIELD 2 - Lower limit for Maxwell integral(eV) (real)
FIELD 3 - Upper limit for Maxwell integral(eV) (real)

If RECORD A is left entirely blank, then defaults for all values are
assumed which are a thermal energy of 0.0253 eV and integration between .01 mV
and 10.0 eV.

RECORD 5 - Resonance integral calculation parameters (2 fields)
(If resonance calculation is not done, omit this record)

FIELD 1 - Lower limit for Resonance integral(eV) (real)
FIELD 2 - Upper limit for Resonance integral(eV) (real)

If RECORD 5 is left entirely blank, then defaults for
assumed which are integration between .5 eV and 100.0 keV.

all values are

Multiple input files can be processed to produce multiple output files by
repeating the above input data sequence. The program execution is terminated
by a record containing the word DONE.

In interactive mode operation, the above data is supplied in response to
the appropriate query.

Sample Batch-mode Input:

TAPE.639
VTOCU.INT
2300,2931,Y,Y,14.+6,

(blank record)
1..100.+3
TAPE.610
FISSPR.610

(blank record)
DONE

.001

Record
(D
(2)
(3)
<*)
(5)
(D
(2)
(3)

end of

Type

default

default
run
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LISTEF

LISTEF is a program designed to produce summary and annotated listings
a data file in either ENDF-6 or ENDF-5 format.

of

Fortran Logical Units Used:

5 - Input
6 - Output
20 - Input data file, ENDF format
21 - Summary file
22 - Annotated listing file
23 - Temporary file for paging large data arrays

following control

Input Requirements:

In batch mode operation, the user must supply the
information repeated for each input file to be processed.

RECORD 1 - Input file specification

RECORD 2 - Summary file specification
(if blank, summary goes to standard output file on unit 6)

RECORD 3 - Annotated listing file specification
(if blank., no annotated listing is generated)

RECORD A - Options selection (2 fields)
FIELD 1 - Output paging control for annotated listing (character)

Y - New page for each section (MT)
N - N o new page for each section (MT)

FIELD 2 - Material processing control (character)
Y - List the entire file
N - List only selected portions of tne file

If RECORD A is left entirely blank, then default values are assumed which
are to process all materials and start each section on a new page of the
annotated listing. If only selected materials and files are to be processed,
they are specified on one or more records with the following contents. They
need not be given in material order number although the output file will be
ordered that way. Material and file specification are terminated by a blank
record.

RECORD(S) 5 - Selection of materials and files to be processed
FIELD 1 - Material number or ZA number

Material number must be 1 to 4 digits with no period.
ZA number must be a A or 5 digit number with a trailing

period having the value 1000.*Z + A for the desired
material.

FIELD(S) 2 thru 20 - File selections for the material (integer)

"SAMPLE INTERFACE ROUTINE" Page 29
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Multiple input files can be processed to produce multiple output files by
repeating the above input data sequence. The program execution is terminated
by a record containing the vord DONE.

In interactive mode operation, the above data is supplied in
the appropriate query.

response to

Fortran L<

Sample Batch-mode Input:

TAPE.654
(blank record)
(blank record)
(blank record)

TAPE.633
IRON.SUH
IRON.FULL
N,N
26054.,1,3,8,9,10
2634,1,2

(blank record)
DONE

Record Type

(D
(2) default
(3) no annotated list
(4) default
(D
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5) ZA no.
(5) MAT no.
(5) end

end of run
RE

RE

If RE
will be
processed
given wi
order al
specifica

R
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PLOTEF

PLOTEF is a program designed to produce graphical displays of a data file
in either ENDF-6 or ENDF-5 format. The form of graphical output depends on
the graphical devices available at the installation where this code will be
used.

Plot selecti

where
KF-spe

Fortran Logical Units Used:

5 - Input
6 - Output (other than graphical)
20 - Input data file, ENDF format
21 - Graphical data output
22 - Temporary file for plot selection data
23 - Temporary file for paging large data arrays

MT-spe

Input Requirements:

In batch mode operation, the user must supply the following control
information repeated for each input file to be processed. A single record may
be required preceding the required input described below to give a file
specification for the graphics data output file. See "Special Requirements"
below for more detail.

RECORD 1 - Input file specification

RECORD 2 - Material processing control (character)
Y - Plot the entire file
N - Plot only selected portions of the file

If RECORD 2 is left blank, then all materials, all files and all sections
will be plotted. If only selected materials, files and sections are to be
processed, the selections, one material per record up to a maximum of 30, are
given with the following contents. They need not be given in material number
order although the graphics output will be ordered that way. Plot
specification records are terminated by a blank record.

RECORD(S) 3 - Selection of files and sections for a material
FIELD 1 - Material number or ZA number

Material number must be 1 to 4 digits with no period.
ZA number must be a 4 or 5 digit number with a trailing

period having the value 1000.*Z + A for the desired
material.

FIELD(S) 2 thru 13 - Plot selections for the material (integer)
These records can be up to 250 characters long but are

read by the program 80 characters at a time, so use a
dash(-) to indicate that input for the material
continues.

In inter
the appropri

Special Requ

In addit
called GRAl
subroutine 1
generate an
graphics dev
device drive

Both the
code which
facility anc

Graphic
"DISSPLA"
is included
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Plot selections for a given material are specified in the form

MF-specification(MT-specification;MT-specification; )

where
hF-specification format

Blank - all values of KF for the material
MF-value - a single selected MF for the material
MF/MF - a range of MF-values

MT-specification format
Blank - all values of MT for the selected MF's
MT-value - a single selected MT for the selected MF's
h'T/MT - a range of MT-values for the selected MF's

Examples
1. 9440,3,12/14

Files 3, 12, 13 and 14 of material 9440 will be plotted.
2. 9440

All of material 9440 will be plotted.
3. 9440,(51/90)

All inelastic reaction data in all files of 9440 will be plotted.
4. 94240.,3(18/21;38)

All fission cross section of Plutonium-240 will be plotted.
5. 94241.,1(452;455/456),3/5(18/21;38),-

8(457),12/15
Complex selection with continuation(-).

Multiple input files_can be processed to produce multiple output files by
repeating the above input data sequence. The program execution is terminated
by a record containing the word DONE.

In interactive mode operation, the above data is supplied in response
the appropriate query.

to

Special Requirements:

In addition to the PLOTEF source code, a library of graphics subroutines
called GRALIB produced by NNDC is required. Documentation for the GRALIB
subroutine library is available separately. This library contains routines to
generate and manipulate graphic data which are independent of the output
graphics device. In order to produce output for a given graphics device, a
device driver must be written by the user for his device.

Both the PLOTEF and GRALIB software h?ve small amounts of clearly labeled
code which should be modified to meet the requirements of the user's computer
facility and output graphics device.

Graphic device drivers interact with the GRALIB subroutine package using
"DISSPLA" conventions. A sample interface subroutine for a VERSATEC plotter
is included in the GRALIB documentation.
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Sample Batch-mode Input:

TAPE.654
(blank record)

TAPE.633
N
26054. 1 3/5(4,51/90) 8
11/15
2634

(blank record)
DONE

Record Type

(D
(2) default
(D
(2)
(3) ZA no.
(3) continuation
(5) MAT no.
(5) end

end of run
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GRALIB - Graphic Subroutine Library

C L . Dunford

September 9, 1987

An alternative graphic subroutine package compatible vith DISSPLA device
driver subroutines has been developed. This package contains only a small
portion of the DISSPLA software capability. However, it contains sufficient
capability for developing graphics programs for general distribution to users
who do not have a DISSPLA software license. Additional subroutines can be
added as the need arises.

The graphics subroutines can be conveniently grouped into four categories.
They as so listed below.

1. CONTROL
HWSCAL
HWROT
BGNPLT
ENDPLT
DONEPL
ORIGIN
SCALE
WHERE

LINE DRAWING
THLINE
DRLINE
DRAWTO
MOVETO

3. TEXT GENERATION
THITE
TANGLE
LETTER
EXTENT
CIPHER
DIGITS
NUMLEN

4. GRAPHS
DECIDE
AXLOG
AXLIN
XRULER
YRULER
SCALEX
SCALEY
DCURVE

All position and dimension parameters are given in inches,
system (centimeters) call the subroutine SCALE(2.54).

To use the metric

The library is abailable on the NNDC VAX computer as OBJ:GRALIB.OLB.
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I. CONTROL SUBROUTINES

HWSCAL(IOPT)

Subroutine HWSCAL may be used to set the plot scaling option with relation
to the physical dimensions of the output plotting device. IOPT is a character
string. The permitted values of IOPT are:

'DOWN' All plots exceeding one or more dimensions of the output device
will be scaled dovn to fit the device.

'SCREEN' All plots are scaled such that at least one dimension is equal
to the maximum in that dimension allowed on the output device.

'NONE' No scaling is done. Vectors partly or completely outside the
available plotting surface are handled according to to output
device specifications.

HWROT(IOPT)

Subroutine HWROT may be used to set the plot rotation option with relation
to the physical orientation of the output plotting device. IOPT is a
character string. The permitted values of IOPT are:

'COMIC The x-dimension of the plot is aligned vith the x-axis of the
output ttevice.

'MOVIE' The x-dimension of the plot is aligned vith the y-axis of the
output device.

'AUTO' The longest dimension of the plot is aligned vith the longest
axis of the output device.

BGNPLT(XDIM.YDIM)

Subroutine BGNPLT must be called at the beginning of each nev plot. The
routine provides for plot parameter initialization and sets the page size for
the plot. The parameters XDIM and YDIM are real numbers.

XDIM The x-dimension of the plot page.

YDIM The y-dimension of the plot page.
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ENDPLT

Subroutine ENDPLT must be called on completion of a plotted page.

DONEPL

Subroutine DONEPL must be called when all plotting has been completed and
before the program has been terminated.

ORIGIN(X0RIG,YORIG)

Subroutine ORIGIN may be used to provide a user origin vhich is different
from the output device origin. The parameters XORIG and YORIG are real
numbers.

XORIG The user origin x-coordinate relative to the output device
origin.

YORIG The user origin y-coordinate relative to the output device
origin.

SCALE(PSCALE)

Subroutine SCALE iriSy be used to scale all coordinate values by a factor.
The parameter PSCALE is a real number giving the scale factor.

WHERE(XPOS,YPOS)

Subroutine VHERE nay be used to provide a user with the current plotting
coordinates relative to the current user plotting origin. The parameters XPOS
and YPOS are real numbers returned to the user program.

XPOS The current plotting x-coordinate relative to the user defined
origin.

YPOS The current plotting y-coordinate relative to the user defined
origin.
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II. LINE DRAWING

THLINE(ITHICK)

Subroutine THLINE may be used to set the relative thickness of all lines
drawn. The parameter ITHICK is an integer between 1 and 5. For ITHICKsI, a
line of normal thickness is drawn; for ITHICK=n, lines will be n-times as
thick as the normal line.

DRLINE(XFROM,YFROM,XTO,YTO)

Subroutine DRLINE will draw a line from location (XFROM,YFROM) to
(XTO,YTO). The thickness of the line can be set with THLINE.

DRAWTO(XTO,YTO)

Subroutine DRAWTO will draw a line from the current position to the
location (XTO1YTO). The thickness of the line can be set with THLINE.

M0VET0(XT0,YT0)

Subroutine MOVETO will change the current position to the location
(XTO1YTO) without drawing a line.
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III. TEXT GENERATION

THITE(HEIGHT)

Subroutine THITE may be used to set the height of characters displayed bt
the LETTER and DIGITS subroutines. The character height is set to the
floating point number HEIGHT. The default value is 0.14 inches.

TANGLE(ANGLE)

Subroutine TANGLE may be used to set the angle relative to horizontal at
which text from LETTER or DIGITS will be displayed, the parameter ANGLE is a
floating point number in degrees. The default value is 0 degrees.

LETTER(TEXT,NTEXT,X,Y)

Subroutine LETTER will display NTEXT characters from the character string
TEXT beginning at location (X,Y). All six-bit ASCII characters are recognized
plus all seven-bit lower case letters. Pour characters are interpreted as
control characters so that more complex text strings can be displayed.

Control Characters

Interpret following character from alternate set
Backspace one character
Begin superscript string or terminate subscript
Begin subscript string or terminate superscript

Input
$*
$,
$(
$)
$+
$.
$/

$;
$<
$>

Alternate Character Set

Output
Times sign

+/- sign
Degree sign

X

Input
S-
$0
$1
$2
$3
$4
$5
$6
$7
$8
$9

Output
Epsilon
Alpha
Beta
Gamma
Eta
Nu bar
Mu
Pi
Sigma
Cap Gamma
The ta
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EXTENT(TEXT,NTEXT,TLEN)

Subroutine EXTENT will calculate the length of the text string when NTEXT
characters from string TEXT is displayed. This value is returned in the
floating point variable TLEN.

C I P H E R ( V A L U E 1 D E L T A 1 X 1 Y )

Subroutine CIPHER is used to display the real number, VALUE. The number
vill be displayed in either floating point or exponential form depending on
the size of the number. The number of significant figures to be displayed is
determined by DELTA which is the numeric value of the last significant digit.
The text string representing the number will be displayed starting at the
location (X,Y).

DIGITS(FPNUM,NDEC,X1Y)

The subroutine digits will display the floating point number FPNUM as a
character string with NDEC places to the right of the decimal point beginning
at the location (X1Y). NDEC is an integer which can take on values between -9
and +9. Use NDEC=I to plot a number as an integer without a trailing decimal
point.

NUMLEN(FPNUM,NDEC,TLEN ) —

Subroutine NUMLEN will calculate the length of the text string which would
be generated by the subroutine DIGITS when it displays the floating point
number FPNUM with NDEC places to the right of the decimal point. This value
is returned in the floating point variable TLEN.
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IV. GRAPHS

DECIDE(ZMIN,ZMAX,NDIV,LOGLIN,AMIN,AMAX,ASTEP,NTICK)

Subroutine DECIDE is used to determine the parameters for an axis of a
graph for use in one of the RULER routines. These parameters are determined
from the minimum and maximum values of the data plotted and the maximum number
of annotated divisions desired. See table below for meaning of arguments.

AXLOG(ZMIN,ZMAX,NDIV,AMIN,AMAX,ASTEP,NTICK)

Subroutine AXLOG is used to determine the parameters for a logarithmic
a::is of a graph for use in one of the RULER routines. These parameters are
determined from the minimum and maximum values of the data plotted and the
maximum number of annotated divisions desired. If one data limit is negative
or zero, then parameters for a linear axis are returned and NTICKS is set to a
negative value. See table belov for meaning of arguments.

AXLIN(ZMIN,ZMAX,NDIV,AMIN,AMAX,ASTEP,NTICK)

Subroutine AXLIN is used to determine the parameters for a linear axis of
a graph for use in one of the RULER routines. These parameters are determined
from the minimum and maximum values of the data plotted and the maximum number
of annotated divisions-desired. See table below for meaning of arguments.

XRULER(XOR,YOR,AXLEN,LOGLIN,AMIN,AMAX,STEP,NTICK,LTICK, LABEL,NC)

Subroutine XRULER is used to generate an x-axis for a data plot. The
subroutine also sets the scaling parameters used by the data ploting routine.
For meaning of the subroutine arguments, see the table belov.

YRULER(XOR,YOR,AXLEN,LOGLIN,AMIN,AMAX,STEP,NTICK,LTICK,LABEL, NC)

Subroutine YRULER is used to generate an x-axis for a data plot. The
subroutine also sets the scaling parameters used by the data ploting routine.
For meaning of the subroutine arguments, see the table below.
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SCALEX(XVALUE)

The real function SCALEX will return the x-distance from the graph's
origin of the data x-coordinate XVALUE.

SCALEY(YVALUE)

The real function SCALEY will return the y-distance from the graph's
origin of the data y-coordinate YVALUE.

DCURVE(XDATA,YDATA,NP)

The subroutine DCURVE will draw a curve on a graph between the points
whose coordinates are stored in the arrays XDATA and YDATA. Np is the number
of data points.

Arguments for DECIDE, AXLOG and AXLIN

Input Parameters

ZMIN Minimum value of the data to be plotted.

ZMAX Maximum value of the data to be plotted.

NDIV Maximum number of annotated scale divisions permited.

Output Parameters

LOGLIN Chosen axis type: 0-linear, l-logarithmic.

AMIN Minimum value for axis scale in units of the data.

Maximum value for axis scale in units of the data.AMAX

ASTEP

NTICK

Linear scale - distance between annotated scale divisions in
units of the data.

Logarithmic scale - number of annotated scale divisions per
decade.

Linear scale - number of divisions between annotated scale
divisions.

Logarithmic scale - number of tenth decade divisions to be
marked.
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Arguments for XRULER and YRULER

XOR x-coordinate for the origin of the axis in inches.

YOR y-coordinate for the origin of the axis in inches.

AXLEN Length of the axis in inches.

LOGLIN AXIS type: 0-linear, l-logarithmic.

AMIN Minimum value for axis scale in units of the data.

AMAX Maximum value for axis scale in units of the data.

ASTEP Linear scale - distance between annotated scale divisions in
units of the data.

Logarithmic scale - number of annotated scale divisions per
decade.

NTICK. Linear scale - number of divisions betveen annotated scale
divisions.

Logarithmic scale - number of tenth decade divisions to be
marked.

LTICK Grid division annotation control.
1 - annotation displayed in normal position
0 --suppress annotation
-1 - annotation displayed on opposite side of the axis

LABEL Axis label text string.

NC Number ot mcharacters in the axis label text.
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SUBROUTINE VRSTEC(IMODEL,IOPTN)
C***********************************************************************
C
C VERSION 6.1 C L . DUNFORD FEBRUARY IA, 1986
C
C THIS DEVICE INTERFACE PACKAGE IS DESIGNED TO PERMIT OUTPUT TO THE
C 1200 OR 8236 VERSATEC ELECTROSTATIC PLOTTERS FROM EITHER THE NNDC
C GRAPHICS PACKAGE OR VERSION 8.2 OR LATER OF 11DISSPLA". THE
C "DISSPLA" INTERFACE CONVENTIONS ARE USED. ADDITIONAL GRAPHIC
C DEVICES CAN BE DRIVEN BY WRITING THE APPROPRIATE DEVICE INTERFACE
C PACKAGE. IN THE CASE OF "DISSPLA", THE GRAPHICS LIBRARY REQUIRES
C NO MODIFICATIONS. HOWEVER, THE NNDC GRAPHICS LIBRARY REQUIRES MINOR
C MODIFICATIONS WHEN A NEW OUTPUT DRIVER IS WRITTEN. THE PORTIONS
C OF THE NNDC GRAPHICS SOURCE CODE REQUIRING REVISION ARE CLEARLY
C INDICATED IN THE SOURCE.
C A COLLECTION OF DEVICE INTERFACE PACKAGES WOULD CONSTITUTE A DEVICE
C INTERFACE LIBRARY. THIS LIBRARY SHOULD BE SEARCHABLE AND LOADED
C AFTER THE APPLICATION PROGRAM BUT BEFORE THE NNDC GRAPHICS
C PACKAGE OR "DISSPLA"
C***********************************************************************
C
C**** DISSPLA COMPATIBLE DEVICE NOMINATION SUBROUTINE FOR VERSATEC
C**** MODELS 1200 AND 8236
C

COMMON/NDCGRF/DNAME,MODEL,OPTION,VERSON
CHARACTER** DNAME
INTEGER OPTION.VERSON

C
EXTERNAL QVRPLT

C
DNAME = 'VERS'
MODEL = IMODEL
OPTION = IOPTN
VERSON = O

C
C
C
C
C
C

THE FIRST FOUR CHARACTER? OF THE DEVICE NAME INITIALIZED HERE ARE
USED IN THE NNDC GRAPHICS PACKAGE TO RECORD WHICH ROUTINE
SHOULD BE CALLED TO OUTPUT GRAPHICS INSTRUCTIONS. IN THIS CASE
ALL GRAPHICS OUTPUT INSTRUCTIONS ARE PROCESSED BY **QVRPLT**

CALL PLTTR(QVRPLT,9)
C

RETURN
END

C
Q***********************************************************************
C

SUBROUTINE QVRPLT (X, Y, I)
C
C**** DISPLA COMPATIBLE INTERFACE TO VERSATEC PLOT PACKAGE.
C

COMMON /QQRPIT/ PLNAME(2), PLSPRT(2), PENTHK, VISDOT,
+ XPLIM, YPLIM, XRASTR, YRASTR, RDUMMY(15)
COMMON/NDCGRF/DNAME,MODEL,OPTION,VERSON
CHARACTER** DNAME
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INTEGER OPTION.VERSON
REAL X(2),Y(2)
EQUIVALENCE (IX7.X7),(IY7.Y7)

C
IPEN = I
IJMP = IPEN + 4

C*****IPEN= -3,-2, -1, O, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9
GO TO (10,20,1000,40,1000,60,60,1000,200,1000,1000,1000,25O)1IJMP
GO TO 1000

"SAMPLE

C
C
C

40

C
C
C

END OF FRAME (IPEN=-3)

10 CALL VPLOT(X, Y, -999)
GO TO 1000

INITIALIZE DEVICE (IPEN=-2)
C
C
C

20 CALL VPLOTS(MODEL, O, O)
C*****LOAD IN DEVICE NAME

PLNAME(I) = 'VERS'
PLNAME(2) = 'ATEC

C*****DEVICE LINE THICKNESS
PENTHK = 0.005

C*****DEVICE DOT SIZE
VISDOT = 0.005

C*****DEVICE RESOLUTION
XRASTR = 0.005
YRASTR = 0.005

C*****SET TO SCALE LARGE PICTURES DOVN TO DEVICE SIZE
CALL HWSCALC DOWW)

C
C PARAMETERS UNIQUE TO 1200 VERSATEC
C

IF(MODEL.EQ.8236) GO TO 25
C*****MAXIMUM PLOT DIMENSIONS

XPLIM =8.0
YPLIM =10.5

C*****ALIGN MAXIMUM PLOT DIMENSION WITH MAXIMUM DEVICE DIMENSION
CALL HWROT('AUTO')
GO TO 30

C
C PARAMETERS UNIQUE TO 8236 VERSATEC
C
C*****MAXIMUM PLOT DIMENSIONS

25 XPLIM =96.0
YPLIM = 35.195

C*****PLOT AND DEVICE AXES ALIGNED
CALL HWROT('COMIC')

C
C INITIALIZE PEN LOCATION TO DEVICE ORIGIN
C

30 XOLD = O.
YOLD = O.

C*****SET FLAG TO NO PLOTS GENERATED
IPLOT = O

C
C
C

C
C
C

60

90

C
C
C
100

C
C
C
200

C
C
C
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C*****SET THICKNESS OF LINE TO SINGLE STROKE
ITPEN = 1
GO TO IOOO

Page 31
"SAMPLE Il

250 :

C
C
C

C
C
C

C
C
C

C
C
C

BEGINNING OF FRAME (IPEN=O)

40 IPLOT = IPLOT + 1
IF(MODEL.NE.8236) GO TO 50
XOFF = O.
YOFF = O.
GO TO 1000

50 XOFF = (XPLIM-X(I))/2.
YOFF = (YPLIM-Y(l))/2.
GO TO 1000

DRAW A LINE: PEN DOWN (IPEN=2) OR PEN UP (IPEN=3)

1000

C
C
C

60 Xl = X(I) + XOFF
Yl = Y(I) + YOFF
IF(IPEN.EQ.2.AND.ITPEN.GT.1) GO TO 80
CALL VPLOT(Xl,Yl,IPEN)
GO TO 100

DRAW THICKENED LINE

80 DX = Xl - XOLD
DY = Yl - YOLD
RAD = ATAN2(DY,DX) + 1.570798
COSOFF = PENTHK*COS(RAD)
SINOFF = PENTHR*SIN(RAD)
DTC = FLOAT(ITPEN-l)/2.
DTX = DTC*COSOFF
DTY = DTC*SINOFF
DO 90 NL=I1ITPEN
CALL VPLOT(XOLD+DTX,YOLD+DTY,3)
CALL VPLOT(Xl+DTX,Yl+DTY,IPEN)
DTX = DTX - COSOFF

90 DTY = DTY - SINOFF
CALL VPLOT(Xl,Yl,3)
GO TO 100

SAVE LAST PEN LOCATION

100 XOLD = Xl
YOLD = Yl
GO TO 1000

TERMINATE PLOTTING (IPEN=5)

200 IF(IPLOT.EQ.O) GO TO 1000
CALL VPLOT(X,Y,999)
GO TO 1000

SET LINE WIDTH (IPEN=9)
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250 X7 = X(I)
Y7 = Y(I)
IF(IX7.NE.l) GO TO 1000
ITPEN = IY7
IF(ITPEN.LT.1.OR.ITPEN.GT.5)
GO TO 1000

1000 RETURN
END

ITPEN


